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SNIA Legal Notice

The material contained in this tutorial is copyrighted by the SNIA.  
Member companies and individual members may use this material in 
presentations and literature under the following conditions:

Any slide or slides used must be reproduced in their entirety without 
modification
The SNIA must be acknowledged as the source of any material used in the 
body of any document containing material from these presentations.

This presentation is a project of the SNIA Education Committee.
Neither the author nor the presenter is an attorney and nothing in this 
presentation is intended to be, or should be construed as legal advice or an 
opinion of counsel. If you need legal advice or a legal opinion please 
contact your attorney.
The information presented herein represents the author's personal opinion 
and current understanding of the relevant issues involved. The author, the 
presenter, and the SNIA do not assume any responsibility or liability for 
damages arising out of any reliance on or use of this information.
NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. USE AT YOUR OWN RISK.
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Abstract

3

The Fibre Channel (T11.3) standards committee 
developed a Standard called Fibre Channel over 
Ethernet (FCoE) 
The FCoE standard specifies the encapsulation of 
Fibre Channel frames into Ethernet Frames and the 
amalgamation of these technologies into a network 
fabric that can support Fibre Channel protocols and 
other protocols such as TCP/IP, UDP/IP etc.
A “Direct End-to-End” FCoE variant has been 
accepted for the next version of the Standard
The tutorial will show the Fundamentals of these 
FCoE concepts and describe how they might be 
exploited in a Data Center environment
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Introduction
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This presentation provides an overview of Fibre Channel over 
Ethernet (FCoE)

One should think about FCoE as placing the FC protocol on a new 
physical link 

New Lossless Ethernet links instead of physical FC links
But it is still Fibre Channel

The protocol has been defined in the INCITS Fibre Channel (T11.3) 
technical committee 

The needed Lossless Ethernet links has been defined in the IEEE 
802
A newly defined “Direct End-to-End” (VN2VN) protocol will also 
be explained 
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FCoE Fabrics 
&

Convergence
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FCoE Fabrics  (part 1) 
(This is NOT Traditional Ethernet)

7

FCoE requires specific Ethernet extensions to be implemented
Lossless switches and fabrics (e.g., supporting IEEE 802.3 PAUSE) configurations are required
Jumbo frame support is strongly recommended (not a standard, but widely available)

Deployments of FCoE should utilize the advances in Ethernet recently 
defined in IEEE 802.1, specifically:

Priority-based Flow Control (PFC) 802.1Qbb
Enhanced Transmission Selection (ETS)  802.1Qaz
DCB (capability) eXchange (DCBX) Protocol  802.1Qaz
CN -- Congestion Notification (802.1Qau)  New

These 802.1 advances are important for Converged Flows (Messaging, 
Clustering and Storage)

This set of functions is called CEE – Converged Enhanced Ethernet  (intended for a 
Data Center Environment) or (in the IEEE ) DCB -- Data Center Bridging

FCoE Fabrics must be built with FCoE – CEE/DCB Switches that:
Are called FC Forwarder  FCF
Are part of a lossless Ethernet Fabric and have CEE/DCB Lossless Ethernet ports
Also provide functions of traditional FC switches (capabilities and services)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FCoE requires a Lossless Ethernet fabric to be used to carry the FCP packets.  However, the T11 standards committee can not dictate the Ethernet standards that it needs since IEEE owns Ethernet Standards.  T11, therefore, needed to be able to make a reference to other existing standards or widely accepted implementations.  Since there is no available Ethernet standard that supports Buffer to Buffer Credits (as does FC), T11 decided to reference the Existing IEEE 802.3 Pause specification.The IEE 802.3 Pause specification permits a switch to pause a link from sending any packets when a side runs out of buffer space.  This is not as efficient as Buffer to Buffer Credits, in which both sides know when the limits are reached, but by anticipating ahead of time, one side can send a pause message to the other side to halt the transfers.  Even though “PAUSE” is not as efficient as Buffer to Buffer Credits, it works fairly well in a limited distance environment.  Therefore, T11 has made the PAUSE capability a hard minimum for FCoE implementations.  The Fibre Channel packets are usually larger then the 1500 byte frames carried by standard Ethernet.  So normal FC packets will not fit in normal Ethernet frames. To avoid changing the semantics, or falling into error corner-cases, it was determined that FCoE should be implemented on an Ethernet fabric which supports the needed 2220 bytes.   Therefore, all FCoE capable switches and NICs should support a small Jumbo Frame of at least 2220 bytes.  This was considered acceptable since most Enterprise (Data Center) Ethernet switches already support Jumbo Frames (up to 9K), and almost all 10GE switches support Jumbo frames.If that was all that was needed then FCoE would not need anything else from the IEEE.  And technically FCoE does not need anything else.  However, from a practical stand point, only requiring PAUSE and Jumbo Frames, does not permit FCoE to share a link with other protocols.  In other words, the PAUSE will effect all data on a link, so an abundance of IP frames will PAUSE FCoE traffic, and an abundance of FCoE frames will PAUSE IP traffic.  As a rule this interference of one protocol with another will require the installation to have separate networks.  This, of course, eliminates much of the value of using Ethernet technology to enable the Convergence of the interfaces/fabrics.  As a result the IEEE 802.1 committee define extensions to the link protocol that would permit divergence application (such as clustering and storage) to share the same network links.There were a number of protocol proposals brought forth to solve this problem, but some were so divisive that they were not originally accepted by the committee; however, 3 protocols were originally accepted which made up the initial definition of CEE (or as IEEE calls them -- DCB) and a 4th  protocol has subsequently been accepted. These protocols are: Priority-based Flow Control (PFC) which has the IEEE identity of 802.1Qbb  This is a version of Pause that operates at different priorities (aka Per Priority Pause).   Will permit High Priority Frames to continue being sent while lower priority frames are Paused. Enhanced Transmission Selection (ETS) which has the IEEE identity of 802.1Qaz This is a definition of a scheduling technique that will permit the various priorities in PFC to all make forward progress Will permit allocation of bandwidth to a priority group instead of only following strict priorities  DCB (capability) eXchange (DCBX) Protocol which also has the IEEE identity of  802.1Qaz.This is a Link Level Discovery Protocol (LLDP) that identifies whether or not each end of a link can support CEE/DCB CN (Congestion Notification) Protocol has recently (March 2010) approved this protocol and has the IEEE identity of 802.1QauInitially the CN capabilities were not agreed upon so it was not deemed to be part of the “CEE/DCB requirements”, this meant that the CEE/DCB network needed to be very shallow and/or heavily provisioned with lots of capacity in order to ensure complete Lossless behavior. With the now approved CN protocol, the various vendors are expected to add CN to their implementation of CEE/DCB over time.  There will probably not be instantaneous implementation of CN among the FCoE components, so one should not feel that it is present unless all components in the path are certified to support CN.  Note that their also may be a future Multi-pathing capability that will permit something more capable than the normal Ethernet Spanning Tree Protocol (STP), this new protocol is called TRILL and is moving toward standardization within the IEFT standards organization.  Though this will provide a useful enhancement to CEE/DCB it is completely independent of that set of requirements.So to be sure that the Fabric can support the converged Flows for Messaging, Clustering and Storage, it is important that the first three agreed upon 802.1 specifications be used in any Converged Ethernet Fabric. This set of three specifications are the minimum set which can be identified by the name Converged Enhanced Ethernet (CEE/DCB).  With the current standardization of Congestion Notification, the CEE/DCB network will be even more robust.Lossless Ethernet fabrics must be built with CEE/DCB capable Ethernet Switches, but in order for the Fabrics to carry Fibre Channel Protocol (FCoE) they must include an FCoE Switch which will provide the FC services.  The switch that is capable of handling FCoE is called an FCF, which stands for Fiber Channel Forwarder.  NOTE: THIS IS NOT YOUR Traditional -- ETHERNET or ETHERNET SWITCH -- it is a special lossless (CEE/DCB) network with special lossless CEE/DCB Switches and FC switches that work on the CEE/DCB fabric.
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Converged Enhanced Ethernet (CEE) & 
FCoE Switch (FCF) with FC connections
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Implementations are combining  the features and capabilities of 
a CEE/DCB Switch with the features and capabilities of a FC 
switch which will:

FCFCFC

CEE/DCB Ethernet  Ports 
(with IP & FCoE VF_Port & 

VE_Port capabilities)• Support current and CEE/DCB Ethernet 
Standards

• Adapt between FCoE and FC

The FCoE Ports have F_Port or E_Port functions

Called VF_Ports and VE_Ports
(Because many logical (virtual) ports can share one physical port)

• Support Ethernet and IP standards for switching, pathing 
and routing

• Support FC standards for switching, pathing and routing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vendors are providing Edge Switches that are able to switch CEE/DCB connections for any IP type protocol, and also be able to handle the FCoE protocol on any of the CEE/DCB ports.  This may also called an Integrated FCoE switch. The Vendors’ Edge Switches are also providing real FC links that can be used as either F_Ports for connection to real FC HBAs, or as E_Ports to other FC switches.  A CEE/DCB port that can carry FCoE will be able to offer either an F_Port function, or an E_Port function.  Since it is possible for the FCoE packet to flow through other CEE/DCB switches before reaching the FCF, there could be several different adapters or FCF ports that are sharing a physical connection on the FCF. Therefore, since there could be “many to many” type connections to every CEE/DCB port  the FCoE ports are NOT called F_Ports or E_Ports, as is the case with normal FC Switches, but are called VF_Ports, and VE_Ports (where the V stands for Virtual). Fibre Channel Switches (and FCFs) use the Pathing and Forwarding of FSPF (Fabric Shortest Path First) protocol which permits parallel routes. Non-FCoE Ethernet traffic uses the STP (Spanning Tree) type protocols such as RSTP (Rapid STP) & MSTP (Multiple STP) which are defined in 802.1. (See additional FSPF and STP explanation in the Appendix.) 
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Connections to an Integrated 
CEE/DCB - FCoE Switch
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Integrated Lossless Ethernet (CEE/DCB) Switch
with FCoE Switch (FCF) capabilities

(FCoE  VN_Port)

Ethernet port with IP & FCoE VF_Port 
capabilities

IP address 123.45.67.89

Network Applications

TCPUDP
IP

• Fibre Channel is carried over lossless Ethernet as a L3 protocol

FCoE

Fibre Channel

Lossless Ethernet MAC (CEE/DCB)

Customer Applications

SCSI
iSCSI

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a depiction of how the same Lossless Ethernet MAC (a CEE/DCB capable MAC) can be shared by different types of applications.It is possible for a Customer Application that uses UDP, or TCP to share the same link with iSCSI and/or FCoE.The Lossless Ethernet (CEE/DCB) MAC Port may support multiple MAC addresses and may have multiple IP addresses and multiple VN_Ports with their own FC WWNs. The link from the Host adapter to the CEE/DCB - FCoE (FCF) Switch can carry both IP and FCoE protocols, so the Integrated CEE/DCB - FCF switch will be able to handle both the (Lossless) Ethernet switching for IP protocols and the FCoE (FCF) switching.Since FC has its own addressing structure, when it is carried in an FCoE Ethernet L2 Frame, the FC protocol, in affect, becomes an L3 protocol, and can be considered analogous to IP.  Both have their own addressing structure/fields which permit them to send (route/forward) the IP/FC frames onto other L2 networks.
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FCoE Fabrics  (part 2) 
(This is NOT Traditional Ethernet)
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CEE/DCB only Ethernet switches may also exist in an FCoE capable Fabric but 
one or more switches with FCoE capabilities must also exist

FCoE fabrics must inter-operate seamlessly with real FC Fabrics

FC services must operate identically on FCoE fabrics and Fibre Channel fabrics

FCoE must support all Fibre Channel advanced features (e.g. virtual fabrics, IFR, 
security, etc.) transparently

FCoE will not require changes to FC software (Apps, Drivers, etc.)
However, vendors have enhanced Drivers & Mgnt to exploit new capabilities

FCoE is NOT a replacement for FCIP
FCIP is for tunneling inter-switch links (beyond the Data Center)
FCIP uses TCP/IP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An FCoE Switch (FCF) must have support for CEE/DCB Lossless Ethernet Ports and be able to supply the functions of traditional FC switches.  Examples of some of these services are: Name Services, Zoning, etc.There maybe other switches that do not have the FCoE capabilities in the fabric (just CEE/DCB switches) but there must be an FCF in the fabric to provide FCoE services.These new FCoE capable fabrics must be 100% compatible with normal FC, and operate seamlessly with real FC switches. That is, if a FCF interconnects to a real FC switch, the real FC switch should not see any difference between that connection and any other FC connection. All FC features should operate on an FCoE fabric the same way they would operate on a real FC fabricAnd one of the most important points for FCoE is that in general (depending on the implementation of FC functions) there should not be any reason that existing FC software would need to change to operate with FCoE devices and Fabrics. The application should not know the difference, even the drivers (depending on implementation – SW vrs Microcode etc.) should not have to change. However, most vendors have enhance the drivers and management software to exploit the additional functions and capabilities of FCoE. (Such as the additional virtual ports on a single physical port, discovery functions, etc.) As will be seen in the following slides, FCoE is placed directly on CEE/DCB, and does not have the protection of TCP/IP to avoid congestion problems, etc., thus FCoE is constrained to the Data Center Fabric.  FCIP which includes TCP/IP is intended to interconnect FC switches that may extend beyond the confines of the Data Center.
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The Compelling Value of Convergence
is at the (Server Edge) Interface
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Dramatic Interface reduction in adapters, switch ports, cabling, power, & cooling
4-6 cables can be reduced to 2 Interfaces/cables per server

Seamless connection to the installed base of existing SANs and LANs
Effective sharing of high bandwidth links

Today With 
CEE/DCB

OS3 
DB Server

OS2 
App Server

OS1 
Web Server

Messaging

MPI
RDMA

FC 
HBA

OS3 
DB Server

OS2 
App Server

OS1 
Web Server

IB/Ethernet 
Cluster

Hyper Visor

E-HBA
(CEE)

Data Center
CEE/DCB 
Network

Ethernet
TCP/IP

FC SAN

Data Center
CEE/DCB 
Network

E-HBA
(CEE)

E-HBA
(CEE)

•NIC
•TCP acceleration.
•MPI, RDMA
over Ethernet

•FCoE

OS3 
DB Server

OS2 
App Server

OS1 
Web Server

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Convergence at the Server Edge Interface is where the initial compelling value will be found! In other words current Compelling value is the Converged Interface at the Server.If a common interface/link type can be used for General Messaging, Cluster Messaging, and Storage, then there can be compelling savings found in the reduction of Adapters, the resultant reduction of power, along with the reduction in cooling.  In addition to this there will be a reduction in the number of cables that have to be managed and handled, which will also effect the method used for cable management etc.One can expect to see the reduction of General Messaging NICs, the Clustering NICs, and the Storage ports from 4-6 connections (or Adapters) reduced to 2 (with HA). The savings would not be realized with 1GE cables, since Storage already must sustain significantly higher bandwidth (4-8G), and Clustering will often need still more bandwidth.  Therefore, we need Convergence Bandwidth of 10GE to ensure everything is able to operate together without impacting the latency or Bandwidth of the Data Center Fabric.The group of IEEE standards called Converged Enhanced Ethernet (CEE/DCB), provides a Lossless Ethernet with Priority based Flow Control and Scheduling with Congestion Management.  CEE/DCB will, therefor, permit the sharing of Ethernet Links for the Messaging, Clustering, and Storage using a Converged Interface.  
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But Even a Total Data Center (CEE/DCB) Fabric
Requires Phase in (starting at the Server Edge Interface)

12

Remote 
Offices

FC

FC

FCoE

FC

(LAN/WAN)
•Messaging
•NAS

Outfacing 
IP Network

FICON

iSCSI
Storage

FICON Storage
Controller

Mainframe

File Storage 
Arrays (NAS)

• FCoE permits intermixing of multiple Connection types/protocols
• Clustering messaging, General Messaging, and Storage

• The Data Center Fabric will “Trunk” to the “Outfacing” Network
• But many Customers may want keep a mixed environment on-going

Data Center
Fabric

CEE/DCB-FCoE 
Ethernet SW

CEE/DCB Ethernet
SW

FC & CEE/DCB 
Ethernet

SW Blades

FC Link

Ethernet
Link

FICON 
Link

Business 
Campus

with iSCSI 
connections

Including iSCSI 
Gateways

Note: with multiple Data Centers 
there may also be interconnects 

with DWDM, FCIP/iFCP, etc.

FICON

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, the important thing is to begin addressing the compelling convergence at the Server Edge Interface.Vendors are supplying “Edge Switches” (aka “Top-of-Rack” switches) which support CEE/DCB as a “Lossless Ethernet”.  Their “Edge Switches” will also be able to carry Fibre Channel Protocol (FCP) on the same links that carry the Clustering and the general messaging. This FCP on CEE/DCB is known as Fibre Channel over Ethernet (FCoE), and Vendors’ Edge Switches will be able to support this function, as well as the Clustering and General Messaging.The “Edge Switch” is able to perform the Server to Server Cluster Message Switching, while also sending the Fibre Channel Protocol (FCP) onto the rest of the FC Fabric.  This type of Edge to Core handling of the FCP is carried on CEE/DCB links from the Server and then forwarded on real FC links to the Core, or via CEE/DCB links to the Core. CEE/DCB - FCoE capable Edge Switches are able to provide all the same FC services which are expected of a FC Edge switch today.  Likewise FCoE capable “Core Directors” also operate exactly the way a FC core switches operates today, regardless of whether the Fiber Channel Protocol arrives via CEE/DCB links or via Real FC links.  In addition, the “Core Switches/Blades” will also be able to perform High Speed CEE/DCB  switching for any non-FCP packets that arrives at its Blades.  Therefore, the “Edge switches” and “Core Directors” will be able to handle High Speed switching for any Edge to Core configuration regardless of whether the packets are carrying IP messages or Fibre Channel Protocol.It is important, however, to understand that with this type of equipment, one can decide how much convergence makes sense, and when to apply that convergence.  Changing some interfaces from FC to CEE/FCoE will have a very low return on investment while others (such as the server edge interface) may have a large return.  For example, the Storage side of the Data Center Fabric usually has only one type of connection/interface (e.g. FC).  So applying convergence to that interface probably has a small return on investment.  In addition, if your installation contains a FICON connection, it may be a long time until you find a strong reason to convert your FICON storage connections to a CEE/DCB type of connection. (Assuming your mainframe vendor even has a FICON version of FCoE – EtherCon???). So, it is important that an IT installation plan out their convergence approach based on applicability and return on investment. However, each installation has its own configurations, and dynamics -- for example, some installations may want a rapid conversion to an all CEE/DCB fabric while others will want to keep a mixed environment, on going.  A possible reason for keeping a mixed environment is to retain control and security, as well as being able to ensure that unexpected congestion never occurs.Regardless of what convergence approach an installation takes, and regardless of what interfaces will be converged,  vendors will have the appropriate equipment to bring all the services together. Some vendors will provide very low latency and very high bandwidth.  
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Architecture

13
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FC Encapsulation Into Ethernet Frames
(2 FCoE Related Packet types)

14

Frame Check Sequence
(CRC)

Protocol control information: Version, SOF, EOF, etc. 
FC Imbedded Frames: Same as in Physical FC

Ethernet
Header FCSFCoE

Header
FC Header SCSI Commands/Data

Ethertype 
“FCoE” 
(8906h)

Fibre Channel over Ethernet (FCoE) Packets

Protocol control information: Version, Op-codes, etc. 
Discovery, Link establishment, maintenance & disconnect (Login/Logout, etc.) Parameters

Ethernet
Header FCSFIP

Header
Descriptors

Ethertype 
“FIP” 

(8914h)

FCoE Initialization Protocol (FIP) Packets

Ethernet Header provides things needed for the 
physical network, including “Ethertype” 

FC-4

FC-3

FC-2

FC-0
FC-1

FC-4

FC-3
FC-2V

PHY

MAC

FCoE Mapping

Unchanged
FC Levels

IEEE 802.3 
Layers

FC-2V
FC-2M
FC-2P

(Located in the
“FC Entity”*)
(Located in the
“FCoE Entity”*)

* Discussed in later slides

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The specification for FCoE defines two types of Ethernet FramesThe FCoE type Ethernet frame that carries a normal FC packetThe FIP (FCoE Initialization Protocol) packet that is used for Discovery, Link establishment, Link maintenance, and Link disconnect (Login/Logout, etc.)With FCoE the normal FC 0-4 layers have the lower 0, 1, 2P & 2M layers replaced with a FCoE Mapping function along with the Lossless Ethernet (CEE/DCB) MAC and Phy.The FCoE Mapping function is responsible for adding the Ethernet Encapsulation (or stripping off the Ethernet Encapsulation).The resultant FCoE frame is depicted with the Encapsulated FC packet. Discussion on the FC-2 Layer:The FC-2 level serves as the transport mechanism of the Fibre Channel. The transported data is transparent to FC-2 and visible to FC-3 and above. FC-2 contains three sublevels: FC-2P (i.e., the FC-2 Physical sublevel), FC-2M (i.e., the FC-2 Multiplexer sublevel), and FC-2V (i.e., the FC-2 Virtual sublevel). FC-2P specifies the rules and provides mechanisms that are used to transfer frames via a specific FC-1 level. FC-2P functions include frame transmission and reception, buffer-to-buffer flow control, and clock synchronization. In FCoE, this is replaced by the CEE/DCB NIC Ethernet handling. FC-2M specifies the addressing and functions used to route frames between a Link Control Facility and a VN_Port.  This Multiplexer sublevel is not required by FCoE. FC-2V defines functions and facilities that a VN_Port may provide for use by an FC-4 level, regardless of the FC-1 that is used. FC-2V functions include frame content construction and analysis, Sequence initiation, termination, disassembly and reassembly, Exchange management, Name Identifiers, frame sequence error detection, etc.This slide shows that the Layer 2V is located in what we call the “FC Entity”, while the FCoE Mapping function is located in what we call the “FCoE Entity”.  You will see a depiction of these entities in later slides.
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FIP Protocol and FCoE Protocol

Discovery Phase
FCFs Discover each other, & VLANs (if any) then form a Fabric
ENodes Discover VLANs (if any) & then ENodes & FCFs Discover

Potential VN_Port  VF_Port pairing
Capabilities of Potential pairing

Login Phase
ENodes chose among discovered FCFs’ Ports
Creates association between ENode Ports and FCF Ports

VN_Port  VF_Port Logical FC Link
Allowed methods for the ENode MAC Addressing

Fabric Provided MAC Addresses (FPMA) – Assigned by the Fabric
Server Provided MAC Addresses (SPMA) – Assigned by the Server 

Uses: FLOGI, FLOGI ACC, LOGO,  ELS, …

End-to-End path control & Data Transfer Phase
PLOGI/PRLI
All other FC protocol frames (FC4 ULPs. etc.)

15

FCoE 
Initialization 
Protocol 
(FIP)

FCoE 
Protocol

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The FIP Protocol permits FCFs to discover on what VLANs to offer FCoE services. It also permits an ENode to discover which VLANs are available to it. However, VLANs are an optional feature which are setup by administrative action, and installations may not have any VLANs at all (other than the default). So this presentation will focus on the FIP actions that occur after VLANs if any are established.The FIP Protocol is used to discover FCFs, either by the ENode (End Node) or another FCF.The Discovery process identifies potential VN_Port to VF_Port pairings, and is used to discover the capabilities of each end of the potential pairing. Once the Potential pairings are known, the ENode can Login using a normal FC Frame (FLOGI, etc.) encapsulated within a FIP frame.  Once the FLOGI Accept is returned from the FCF, the pairing is established and a logical (Virtual) link is established.  From that point on, all other FC packets (PLOGI/PRLI, & Data Transfer, etc.) are sent encapsulated in an FCoE frame, except for link termination packets, such as Logoff (FLOGO, etc.) which reverts back to a FIP frame encapsulation. Two different Frame types are used in order to permit a “control plane” to quickly identify the link level non data flow “FIP” Packets without impacting the cut-through performance of the FCoE packets.   Also it enables intermediate CEE switches to notice the virtual link establishment/termination and dynamically set-up/tear-down Ethernet Switch ACLs (Access Control Lists) to protect the fabric.The ENode to FCF link may (officially) be operated in Fabric Provided MAC address (FPMA) mode or Server Provided MAC address (SPMA) mode. (FPMA must be supported, SPMA is optional but in fact is not being implemented and is obsoleted in future versions of the FCoE standard.)The FPMA MAC addressing method permits the Fabric (FCF) to create a unique VN_Port MAC Address for each logical connection (FLOGI or FDISK) between the ENodes and the FCF.More information on the FIP processes are included in the Appendix
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FC’s Encapsulation in Ethernet (FCoE)

16

Word 31-24 23-16 15-8 7-0
0 Destination MAC Address (6 Bytes)

1
2 Source MAC Address (6 Bytes)

3 ET=FCoE (16 bits) Ver (4b) Reserved  (12 bits)

4 Reserved
5 Reserved
6 Reserved SOF (8 bits)

7 Encapsulated FC Frame
FC Frame = Minimum 28 Bytes (7 Words) 

Maximum 2180 Bytes (545 Words)
(including FC-CRC)

…

n

n+1 EOF (8 bits) Reserved
n+2 Ethernet FCS

Optional IEEE 802.1q
4 Byte
Tag goes here

This field varies

In size

Ethernet frame
Size is 64 Bytes to 
2220Bytes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This shows the format of the FCoE Frame.  It is basically a normal (mini-Jumbo) Ethernet Frame.  It has Destination and Source MAC Addresses, an Ethertype code, and an Ending Ethernet Frame Check Sequence (FCS) which is actually a CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Check) word.Use of 802.1q VLAN Tags are also permitted.There are a number of reserved bits and bytes in this format. This was done to ensure that there was space provided for future functions and to ensure that the Frame header would be a fixed length even when the containing FC Message being carried would not otherwise permit filling up the minimum frame size of 64Bytes.The Frame encapsulates a standard FC frame that includes the FC-CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Check) word.  The SOF (Start of Frame) and EOF (End of Frame) bytes are defined the same way that FC-IP defines those codings since they do not need the additional bit settings of Real FC SOF/EOF for Transmission Attention Coding. (Ethernet has its own methods of Frame Transmission Attention Coding.)
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FIP Operation Format
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Word 31-24 23-16 15-8 7-0
0 Destination MAC Address (6 Bytes)

1
2 Source MAC Address (6 Bytes)

3 ET=FIP (16 bits) Ver (4b) Reserved  (12 bits)

4 FIP Operation Code
5 Reserved FIP subcode Descriptor List Length

6 Flags F
P

S
P

S F

…

PAD to minimum length or mini-Jumbo lengthn

n+1 Ethernet FCS

Optional IEEE 802.1q
4 Byte
Tag goes here

Descriptor list
varies
In size

Ethernet frame
size
Is 64Bytes to 2220Bytes 

FIP Operation Code Reserved FIP SubCode

Descriptor List Length FP SP Flags A S F

Descriptor List

Solicited bit FCF bitCapability Bits (SPMA or FPMA)

See Appendix 
Below for 

Descriptor list items

Available bit

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The FIP Format is setup to incorporate a series of Descriptors. These descriptors are in the TLV (Type, Length, Value) form that is common within the networking industry.The basic format is made up of an operation code and a sub-code, that identifies the type of function that the FIP frame is handling.  For instance the Operation code might indicate that the Operation is Discovery, and the sub-code might indicate that it is a Discovery Solicitation, or a Discovery Advertisement.The FIP frame also carries some Flags that further scopes the operation.  There is an “FP” flag that says that the sender is capable of Fabric Provided MAC Addresses (FPMA).There is also an “SP” flag (not implemented) that was to signify that the sender is capable of Server Provided MAC Addresses (SPMA) but the SPMA capability is being obsoleted in future versions of FCoE.There is a Solicited (“S”) bit that indicates that the Frame has been sent as a response to a Solicitation.There is a FCF (“F”) bit that indicates that the Frame has been sent from an FCF, and not from ENodeAnd there is a (“A”) bit that says that the FCF port sending the Advertisement is available for Logins.  (If not set in an Advertisement FIP Frame, it indicates that the message is only a Keep Alive Message and does not indicate that the port is available for additional Logins.)  The details of the Descriptors can be seen in the Appendix
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FCF Model

18

Link 
End 

Point  
(LEP)

OR OR

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the Model of an FCF.  First note that there are optional functions shown on the top and on the bottom as well as the right hand side.If the FCF is to connect to a Real FC Fabric, then the functions shown at the top are required.The Ethernet bridge(es) shown at the bottom permit an FCF port to be integrated with a Lossless Ethernet Bridge (Switch), and this could be one or more Bridge connection to one or more FCF ports.Clearly one FCF port is needed -- that is shown on the Left, and there can be any number of additional ports, represented by the optional ports on the right side.  Each FCF port is seen by the world as a Lossless Ethernet MAC.  Above this MAC is an FCoE Controller.  The FCoE Controller regulates the actions of the port, performs the Advertisements, and instantiates the Virtual E Ports (VE_Ports) or Virtual F Ports (VF_Ports). There can be any number of VE_Ports or VF_Ports logically associated with a single Lossless Ethernet MAC. The model permits a single Lossless Ethernet MAC to support either a set of VE_Ports OR a set of VF_Ports. One should notice that the Green Stacks have two entities – one an FCoE Entity with an FCoE_LEP (Link End Point) and a FC Entity with a VE_Port or a VF_Port.  The FCoE Entity contains the Link End Point & handles all the Ethernet functions needed for end of a logical connection, it either Encapsulates out going Frames or De-encapsulates frames coming in. The FC Entity is actually the FC layer 2V part of the FC processing. (Refer to the slide titled “FC Encapsulation Into Ethernet Frames”.)The FC Switching Element is able to switch the packets from one logical port to another and handle any FC services that might be needed.Note: it is possible for an FCoE Frame to enter through a specific Lossless Ethernet MAC and its FC packet be switched back to exit through the same Lossless Ethernet MAC (on which it arrived).  In this case it would have arrived on one logical Link (defined by the MAC Address Link End point pair) and exit onto another Logical Link (defined by the same FCF MAC Address, and the MAC address of some other ENode).
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HBA Model of the ENODE with 
Multiple Logical FC interfaces
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FCoE
Controller

Lossless Ethernet MAC Ethernet_Port

FC
EntityVN_Port

FCoE
Entity

FCoE_LEP

FC-3 /FC-4s

“Burnt-in” 
MAC Address

FC
EntityVN_Port

FCoE
Entity

FCoE_LEP

FC-3 /FC-4s

. . .

• For each logical N_Port 
(VN_Port) there is one FLOGI 
and perhaps 100’s of FDISC

• Each VN_Port is seen by 
the Host as a separate 
(logical) FC Login/FDISK 
connection

• The number of (logical) FC 
connections is 
implementation dependent
• Only one MAC Address is required for the FCoE Controller
• FCF will supply MAC addresses for each VN_Port
• May  also have Multiple implementations of this if HBA has Multiple Physical Ports

In this 
model this 
is where 
FC-2V 

functions 
live

MAC Address of 
FCoE_LEP
(VN_Port)

With FPMA it is 
different than that 

of the FCoE 
controller

In this model 
this is where 

the 
Encapsulation 

/De-
Encapsulation 
functions live

Multiple FC NPIV 
instances on a single 

logical FC Host interface

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This shows the ENode Model with a single physical port, and explanations of the parts.This model shows how one physical Lossless Ethernet MAC and its related FCoE components could be assembled. Each physical Lossless Ethernet MAC will have a corresponding FCoE Controller.  This FCoE Controller regulates the actions of the port and is responsible for all the discovery solicitations and the instantiation of the various FCoE/FC Entities.  There can be one or more FCoE/FC Entity stacks for the physical Ethernet Port.When the FCoE/FC Entities are instantiated the FCoE Controller will assure that they are given the FPMA, which was created by the FCF.The Green Elements indicate the FCoE Entity that will either Encapsulate outgoing frames, or De-encapsulate incoming frames. The pink and yellow Elements are the FC layer 2V elements. The pink Element is the FC Entity that was established as part of a Login via an FLOGI, and the light Yellow Elements indicate the FC Entities that were established as part of a Login via an FDISK.In other words through a single physical Ethernet Port one can have multiple FCoE/FC instances that represent different logical FC links each with a logical link that can be identified by the MAC address pairs of their respected Link End points.
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Multiple Logical FC connections 
via a single Ethernet MAC

20

The Logical FC Link is defined by a MAC Address pair
• A VN_Port MAC Address 
• A VF_Port MAC Address  

For a logical FC link the FCoE Frames are always sent to and received from a specific FCF’s 
MAC Address
• Therefore, pathing to and from the FC driver is always defined by the MAC Address of the 
partner FCF’s VF_Port 

Note: VF ports get created off of the FLOGI from the VN_Port and multiple VF_Ports can sit behind a single 
FCF physical interface with a single MAC address

Examples of 
single MACs 
with 
connections 
to two 
different 
FCFs

FCoE_LEP

VN_Port

FCoE_LEP

VN_Port

FCoE_LEP

VN_Port

FCoE_LEP

VN_Port

FCF B
FCoE_LEPs

VF_Port

FCoE_LEPs

VF_Port

FCF A
FCoE_LEPs

VF_Port

FCoE_LEPs

VF_Port

H1

H2

FC 
Fabric

Traditional
Ethernet

LAN
VN_Ports,

VN_Port_Names

FCF-MAC(A)

FCF-MAC(B)

MAC(H1)

MAC(H2)
VF_Port,

VF_Port_Name

Lossless
Ethernet
Switch

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows how two different Hosts (H1 and H2) might connect to two different FCF thus providing each with a sort of High Availability interconnect. (Clearly if the single physical link to each Host was disrupted, or if the physical adapter failed, there would not be another path to provide the High Availability that might be needed. But it does give some protection for failures “down stream” in the Network.)After the FCF discovers the FC Fabric and/or discover each other and form a Fabric, they can take “FIP” solicitations from the Host systems.  Each Host and FCF pair will establish FCoE/FC entities that form a logical link. H1 will form a logical FC link with FCF A, and then with FCF B.  H2 will also form a Logical FC Link with FCF A and FCF B.
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Functions of an FCoE Converged Network 
Adapter (CNA) in the Initiator

21

NIC Function

FC
oE

function

FC
Function

Host PCIe interface

External
Port

FCoE 

ASIC

• Has a Normal NIC interface 
(A) to the Host

• Has one or more Normal 
FC interfaces (B,C) to the 
Host

• FCoE functions not seen by 
the Host

• FCoE functions perform the 
Encapsulation and De-
encapsulation 

• The FCoE function 
Instantiates Logical FC 
N_Ports, called VN_Ports

Lossless 
Ethernet 

MAC

A B C

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a depiction of the logical components that make up an FCoE Adapter (aka Converged Network Adapter – CNA)In this depiction the adapter has three host interfaces, one for normal NIC functions (IP data flows) and two for normal FC functions.  This means that “normal” NIC and FC device drivers can be used with the FCoE adapter.The depiction of the FC Functions should indicate that the Adapter handles all the appropriate FC functions as one would expect from any FC Adapter.The depiction of the FCoE Function is intended to indicate where the FCP packets are Encapsulated and De-encapsulated as they come and go between the NIC Function and the FC Function. The diamond shown in the NIC Function is meant to indicated that arriving FCoE related Ethernet Frames are detected and diverted into the FCoE function while non FCoE related Ethernet frames continue into the Host as would occur in a normal NIC. The normal N_Port FC functions -- now called VN_Port functions -- are handled as in FC. This depiction is intended to show how the FC functions and IP function can share the same NIC without changing the Host Software. 
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CNA with Multiple Logical Interfaces

22

• MAY have one “burnt-in 
MAC address for both IP 
and FCoE/FIP packets

Or

• MAY have different “Burnt-
in” MACs for IP and 
FCoE/FIP packets

• Used to separate HW 
based FCoE from other 
Ethernet Traffic

• Most NICs come with 
several “Burnt-in” MAC 
Addresses

• The FCoE controller will perform the FIP functions and will instantiate new 
VN_Ports as FCoE Link End Points (LEP)
• With a new MAC address specified by the FCF (FPMA)

FC
oE

C
ontroller

FC
-3 /FC

-4sFC
Entity

VN
_Port

FC
oE

Entity
FC

oE_LEP

Lossless Ethernet 
MAC Ethernet_Port

NIC

Etype =
FCoE

or 
FIP?

FCoE Chip

MAC 
Address of 
“Burnt-in 

MAC

FCoE 
Function

FC
-3 /FC

-4s

FC
Entity

VN
_Port

FC
oE

Entity
FC

oE_LEP

MAC 
Address of 
“Burnt-in 

MAC

A B C

FC Function

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide expands on the general picture of the FCoE Initiator CNA shown in a previous slide and combines it with the FCoE ENode Model. Note: This CNA function when placed onto an Adapter card can be called either an HBA or Converged Network Adapter (CNA).  The Brown Area indicates where the normal FC process will function in co-operation with the Drivers that are at interface B and C. (The Host SW believes that they are talking to Two different Real FC connections, even if the Logical links established are all virtual connections established via the same Lossless Ethernet MAC.)The Red is where all the FCoE functions are performed, which was described in the HBA Model of the ENODE slide above. The Green part marked with “NIC” is where all the normal NIC functions are performed including the discriminative routing based on Ethertype (e.g. FIP or FCoE verses IP).The interface “A” is the normal Ethernet NIC interface that is driven by the OS’s Ethernet drivers. The Lossless Ethernet MAC is also shown that is then shared by Both the normal Ethernet I/O functions of UDP, TCP, etc. but also the FCoE related I/O functions.The various Network ASIC/Adapters often have multiple “Burnt-in” MAC addresses for various functions, and that can also be done here were the MAC address of the FCoE Controller can be “Burnt-in” to the NIC.Often the NICs are also able to take a number of programmable MAC addresses, and it is required that CNAs will also be able to support a number of programmable MAC addresses which will be assigned by an FCF as FPMA assigned MAC Addresses.
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Discovery and Link Instantiation
(FIP -- FCoE Initiation Protocol)

23
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Initial Login Flow Ladder (2 FIP Phases)
(within any specific VLAN)

25

End-Node FCF

Discovery

Unicast FCF MAC Address 
et.al. in Jumbo Frame

FLOGI

FLOGI ACC with the FCF’s 
chosen VN_Port MAC address 
as a descriptor value

FC Command
(Using the FCF 
selected MAC 
Address as the SA) FC Command responses

Discovery 
Phase

Login Phase

Normal FC 
Processing

FCoE Initialization  
Protocol (FIP)

FCoE Protocol
See Appendix for more details on Discovery Consideration and Actions, including discovering VLANs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide depicts the normal discovery process used by an ENode when it first comes up.Not shown on this slide is the discovery of the appropriate VLANs to use. That detail is shown in the Appendix, and may not be needed at all if VLAN information is set by the administrator, or if no VLANs are used.The ENode FCoE Controller will Multicast to “All- FCF-MACs” a solicitation and state its capabilities and ENode information.The FCFs will then use an implementation based port selection criteria to select FCF Ports which will Unicast Advertisements back to the solicitating ENode. This response will indicate the FCF Port’s priority, Capabilities, and FCF information.  At this point the Discovery Phase is completed and the Login Phase is started.  In this phase the ENode (FCoE Controller) will use an implementation selection criteria (probably based on the capabilities and priority value returned by the FCF responses) to select the desired FCF port and send a Fabric Login (FLOGI) to the FCF.  This is a normal FC FLOGI, but it is encapsulated in a FIP frame descriptor (without the FLOGI CRC, SOF or EOF). In response the selected FCF will normally respond with a Fabric Login Accept (FLOGI ACC) back to the ENode.  This is a normal FLOGI ACC, but it is encapsulated in a FIP frame descriptor (without the FLOGI ACC CRC, SOF or EOF). This FLOGI ACC frame will also send back the VN_Port MAC address that should be used by the ENode in any subsequent FCoE type frames that are sent from the VN_Port being instantiated (logged in) by the ENode. This MAC Address should be a MAC address that is created by the FCF (FPMA).From that point on the ENode will send all the VN_Port FC commands and interactions as normal FC frames encapsulated in a Ethernet frame with the Ethertype of FCoE. In the CNA, during the “Normal FC Processing” phase – using the FCoE protocol, the Ethernet Source Address (SA) for the VN_Port is the MAC address returned by the FCF in the FIP FLOGI ACC, and the Destination Address (DA) for its chosen VF_Port partner is the same FCF MAC Address that the ENode used to address the FCF during FLOGI. (And visa versa when the FC command responses are sent by the FCF).
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New Direct VN_Port to VN-Port
(VN2VN)

26

DCB/CEE Ethernet
Switch (A)

DCB/CEE Ethernet
Switch (B)

Host
Systems

Storage
Controllers

(1) (2) (3) (4) (a)
(b) (c)

(d)

(L11)

(L4)(L3)(L2)
(L1) (L5) (L8)(L7)

(L6)

CNA & 
VN_Port (X)

CNA & 
VN_Port (Y)

A CNA to CNA FCoE path between these Switch ports is now also possible even 
without an FCF using Direct VN2VN mode

DCB/CEE Ethernet
Switch (A)

Host
Systems

Storage
Controllers

(1) (2) (a) (b)

(L2)
(L1) (L4)

(L3)

CNA & 
VN_Port (X) CNA & 

VN_Port (Y)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The T11.3 Ad Hoc Working Group known as FC-BB-6 is now extending the FCoE Standard which was created by the Working Group know as FC-BB-5. One of the new functions accepted by the FC-BB-6 Ad Hoc Working Group is the FCoE “direct End-to-End” capability (also known as VN2VN).This VN2VN set of functions permits an VN_Port to talk directly to other VN_Ports without an intervening FCF. The two VN-Port peers can be located either across a CEE/DCB network which has 2 or more CEE/DCB switches or located on different ports within a Single CEE/DCB Switch.
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New Initial Login Flow Ladder
(Direct End-to-End VN2VN)

27

End-Node End-Node
Probe & Claim
(after Randomly 
computing ID)

Unicast Probe & Claim responses

FLOGI

FLOGI ACC to accepted 
VN_Port

FC Command

FC Command responses

Discovery 
Phase

Login Phase

Normal FC 
Processing

FCoE Initialization  
Protocol (FIP)

FCoE Protocol

(repeat 
until no 
conflicts)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide depicts the normal discovery process used by an ENode when it is operating in Direct End-to-End (VN2VN) mode when it first comes up.The ENode will compute (via a randomizing process) an FC-ID for each of its VN2VN VN_Ports, and from that it will establish their tentative VN_Port MAC Address.The ENode will then Multicast to “All-VN2VN-Enode-MACs” the tentative  VN-Port MAC Address via a “Probe” FIP Frame. If no conflict response to the “Probe” it will issue a “Claim” FIP Frame for that MAC Address.  If a conflict response is received, it will compute a new FC-ID and MAC Address and issue the “Probe” again, etc.Other End Nodes will respond to the “Claim” Multicast with a “Claim Response”.  These Claim and Claim Response FIP Frames will also contain the FC-4 Capabilities and Features supported by the respective VN_Ports.Using the information returned by the Claim Responses, a VN_Port will build a Neighbor Table that identifies the other VN_Ports and their FC-4 capabilities and features.  This permits the VN_Port to determine which VN_Port to establish as a Peer to which it will attempt to Login (FLOGI/FLOGI ACCept).Following the Login, PLOGIs/PLOGI ACCepts and PRLIs/PRLI ACCepts will be exchanged and other FCoE Frames will flow as appropriate in FC.
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New Discovery and Link Instantiation
(for VN2VN)

• Randomly chooses an identity (FC-ID & MAC Address) 
• Then uses a Multicast FIP  processes called “Probe,  & Claim” to insure ID uniqueness
• This will announce the VN_Ports’ identities and the VN_Ports’ capabilities to other VN_Ports
• A VN_Port will save the announcements from other VN_Ports for choosing a peer VN_Port

Note: FC-ID & MAC Address should be saved, if possible, for next Reboot

Host
Systems

Storage
Controllers

Create 
VN_Port 

MAC Addr

Create 
VN_Port 

MAC Addr

Establish FC-ID & MAC 
Address & Show 

Capabilities

Host
Systems

Storage
Controllers

FLOGI/FLOGI ACC between 
compatible VN_Ports 

Then send FCoE frames 
(PLOGI, PRLI, Storage 

Commands & Data, etc.)

Send/Receive 
FLOGI/FLOGI ACC & 

then FCoE Frames 
between   VN_Ports

Send/Receive 
FLOGI/FLOGI ACC & 

then FCoE Frames 
between   VN_Ports

28

After IDs and Potential Partners (VN_Ports) are identified within the Level 2 Ethernet:
• FLOGI FIP frames, & FCoE frames will be exchanged directly between the VN_Ports
• After Link Instantiation the IDs will be Periodically Beaconed (Multicast)

• Beaconing permits detection of link loss (via time-outs) & incorrect LAN joins

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A VN_Port will establish a tentative FC-ID and dynamic MAC Address via a Randomizing procedure, then Probe (via Multicasts) if any other VN_Port has a conflicting FC-ID & MAC Address and if not, it will Multicast its Claim to the FC-ID and MAC Address, which all VN_Ports should respect.Then each VN_Port will build a Table of “Neighbors” as each VN_Port sends its “OK” response to the Claim.  This response will include the responding VN_Port’s supported FC-4 Type & Functions indicated so that each VN_Port can decide which VN_Port(s) it wants to establish as a Peer.At this point, compatible VN_Ports can issue FLOGI/FLOGI ACCept, PLOGI/PLOGI ACCept, and PRLI/PRLI ACCept.  After a PRLI/PRLI ACCept has occurred, FC Commands and Data can flow between the End Nodes (VN2VN).Each VN_Port will also periodically Multicast (Beacon) its identity.  This permits a VN_Port to detect when a connection went down since the expected arrival of either an FCoE frame or the Beacon, would not have occurred within a specific time out period.In addition if another LAN is interconnected and it has conflicting IDs, these can be detected, reported and dynamic adjustments made. 
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Topologies with FCFs

29
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A Simple CEE/FCoE (FCF) Fabric

30

FC

An CEE/DCB - FCoE (Integrated) Switch may connect to a Traditional FC 
switch/fabric via the FC E-Port

Ethernet
FC

CEE/DCB – FCoE (FCF)
Switch

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a picture of a very simple configuration.  In this fabric, there are CEE/DCB and FCoE devices connected together with a CEE/DCB - FCoE (Integrated) switch.  The FCF functions in the switch also connect to a traditional FC Fabric.
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Multiple Topologies using FCoE Switches
(FCFs) 

31

Ethernet
FC

A Lossless Ethernet Network can be made up of all CEE/DCB - FCoE (Integrated) 
Switches

Lossless Ethernet (CEE/DCB) switches configured into a Lossless 
Ethernet (CEE/DCB) Network can Front the FCoE Switch

CEE/DCB - FCoE (Integrated) Switches deployed at the edges of the 
Lossless Ethernet CEE/DCB Network

CEE/DCB - FCoE Switches connected via VE_Ports and a Lossless 
Ethernet CEE/DCB Network

FC 
Fabric

FCoE
Switch

FCoE
Switch

CEE/DCB
Network

1

FCoE
Switch

A VE_Port in an FCF may connect to another VE_Port in another FCF
And an FCF FC E_Port  may connect to an FC switch E_Port in the FC 

Fabric

FC 
Fabric

CEE/DCB
Network

FCoE Switch
FC 

Fabric
CEE/DCB 

Network with all 
CEE/DCB - FCoE 

Switches

FC 
Fabric

CEE/DCB - FCoE
Switch

CEE/DCB -
FCoE

Switch

CEE/DCB 
Network        

CEE/DCB FCoE
Switch

CEE/DCB
Network

2

CEE/DCB
Network

3

CEE/DCB
Network

4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A lossless Ethernet FCoE capable CEE/DCB Network can be made up of: All CEE/DCB - FCoE (Integrated) Switches  Lossless Ethernet switches (CEE/DCB Switches making up the CEE/DCB Network) which can front (be in front of) an FCoE Switch (FCF) that may connect to a Real FC fabric or an FCoE device CEE/DCB - FCoE (Integrated) Switches (FCFs) at the Edges, interconnected with VE_Ports that are tied together via Lossless Ethernet switches (CEE/DCB Switches) within a CEE/DCB Network A number of Lossless Ethernet (CEE/DCB) Networks that have FCoE switches (FCFs) between each CEE/DCB Network. Each FCF will Forward the FCoE frames through to the next Network (Hence the Term Fibre Channel Forwarder – FCF)
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Scenarios with FCFs

32
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Scenario 1: FCoE & IP Flows

33

FC   
Fabric

CEE/DCB
Network

Classical
Ethernet
Network

FCoE
Switch

Internet

FCoE
Switches

CEE/DCB
Network

FCoE Flows

IP Flows

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this Scenario, you can see that normal message flows can occur between servers connected on Lossless (CEE/DCB) Fabrics, and Servers connected on Classical Ethernet Networks.  Likewise a Server on a CEE/DCB network can send messages through the Classical Ethernet Network on to the internet. The Servers that are on the CEE/DCB Fabrics can access Real FC Storage or FCoE Storage.  And Servers connected on Real FC Fabrics can access FCoE Storage.
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Scenario 2: FCoE Right & Wrong
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FC Fabric CEE/DCB
Network

Classical
Ethernet
Network

FCoE
Switch

Internet

FCoE
Switches

CEE/DCB
Network  

FCoE Flows

Invalid FCoE Flows

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scenario 2 builds on the previous Scenario and shows alternate pathing, and also shows that a Classical (Lossy) Ethernet Network can NOT be used for FCoE traffic. It also shows that FC protocol can flow from a CEE/DCB Network through a Real FC Fabric and back to a CEE/DCB Network to reach an FCoE device.The prevention of the storage path through the classical Ethernet fabric is via “Best Practices” or via implementations which will not pass FCoE traffic on links that are not discovered via DCBX to be CEE/DCB capable.
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Summary
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FCoE Summary

36

T11.3’s FC-BB-5 Ad-Hoc Working Group completed the specification in June 2009

FCoE is a simple, efficient mechanism for encapsulating Fibre Channel in Ethernet frames 
on a New Ethernet type Network

Not a traditional  Ethernet Interface or fabric
A New Network – the Converged Enhanced Ethernet (CEE) Network
CEE (also called DCB) defined in the IEEE 802.1 standards working group
FC protocol frames will just be inserted into these Ethernet frames

An evolutionary deployment model was designed into FCoE 
Specification permits the installation to evolve from FC to FCoE

Any Fabric mix of FC and FCoE is possible
May only need FCoE at the Server Edge with a Converged Interface
But a total FCoE SAN is also possible (using FCFs)
Value in reduced Server Edge Cables, Adapters, Power, and Cooling

All FCoE devices should interoperate with Real FC devices

FCoE is made for a Data Center Fabric – Not applicable for the Outfacing Network
T11.3’s FC-BB-6 Ad-Hoc Working Group accepted VN2VN for the next specification

Look for VN2VN to provide viable FCoE SANs for the Entry/Low-End IT Environment
Will be seen to be competitive with iSCSI, especially with the SW version of FCoE

Expect CEE/DCB to be included in 1Gb Ethernet Switches 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The T11 Standards work was completed in June 2009. The document was submitted to INCITS where it completed public review with no comments.The goal of FCoE was to keep everything simple by having the same FC Protocol that is used in Real FC networks, yet let it flow over a new Link Level Fabric type. (This new Fabric is a Converged Enhanced Ethernet (CEE/DCB) Network which is NOT a Legacy Ethernet Network.)  In this way all the same process/procedures and software will work on the CEE/DCB based Links as work on the Real FC links.  This was done by simply requiring the Ethernet Packets to be Large enough to hold the complete FC Frame, and then requiring it to operate on a Lossless Ethernet (CEE/DCB) Network. Except for the “FIP” functions, the FC protocol in FCoE is exactly the same as in Real FC.  The only new protocol elements are in the “FIP” functions which are needed since the ENodes and the FCFs may not be directly connected together, but connected by CEE/DCB networks instead. Hence the need for Discovery and link management via “FIP”.  Even then the FLOGI, FLOGO, etc. are carried as FCP packets encapsulated in “FIP” frames.  So when we say it is a simple protocol it is because so little has been added or changed to FCoE beyond what was in normal FC Protocol.The standards for CEE/DCB have been defined in the IEEE 802.1 standards working group.One of the most important features that was incorporated into the FCoE specifications was the ability to have FCoE implementations interface with existing FC Switches and SANs.This means that the installation can gradually evolve their installation from all FC to partial FCoE, to perhaps some day total FCoE (if appropriate) at their own pace and with their own determined return on investment.  Whether connections are made via Real FC or FCoE, the components can be mixed and matched within the fabric as needed.One of the most important things to understand is that FCoE was created to operate only within a Data Center type environment, where the Bandwidth, latency, and data loss can be carefully managed.  There is no TCP/IP to perform recovery from packet drops, and handle the congestion, this is performed by ensuring that the Data Center Fabric has the adequate provisioning of Lossless Ethernet (CEE/DCB) components, ports, and bandwidth. It should be noted that with the addition of Congestion Notification (CN) to the CEE/DCB network, congestion management can become very robust.The NEW direct VN2VN FCoE protocol is focused at the Low-End/Entry IT installation that would like to be compatible with FC. This might be in order to ensure that it has access to all the equipment that is available for FC or because they believe it performs better.  It is also plausible that a the IT installation might want to insure its compatibility with other FC SANs which might be within the same company, or to ensure its compatibility and easy integration with companies that have a FC based IT organization and are either possible merge candidates, or possible acquiring companies. Many people and organizations will see FCoE’s direct VN2VN mode as an alternative/competitor to iSCSI. It will be applicable to the Low-End/Entry IT organization as is iSCSI. With the available open source FCoE software and the probable implementation of 1Gb CEE/DCB switches, FCoE (direct VN2VN) will offer a full range of capabilities and a growth path for the SAN needs of Low-End/Entry installations.
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Q&A / Feedback

Please send any questions or comments on this 
presentation to SNIA: tracknetworking@snia.org

For additional information refer to 
http://www.t11.org/fcoe
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Many thanks to the following individuals 
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SNIA Education Committee

Claudio DeSanti Howard  Goldstein Walter Dey
Robert Snively Suresh Vobbilisetty Silvano Gai
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Thank You!
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Appendix

39

Full ENode Model
» (with VN2VN)

Additional Info on FCoE 
Fabrics
FCoE Relation to ISO 
Layers
Flows
Additional Topologies
FSPF and STP
FIP Considerations and 
Actions
FIP Descriptors
Pause vs BB_Credit
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Full ENode Model 
(with VN2VN & multiple VLANs depicted)

…

Each instantiation's N_Port_ID & MAC Address is independent of  the others
There can be duplicates (if they are in different VLANs)

VLAN-4

VLAN-3

VLAN-2

VLAN-1 
(Maybe the 

default 
VLAN)

40

FC-2VVN_Port

FCoE
Entity

FCoE_LEP

FC-3 /FC-4s
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FCoE Fabrics (part 3)

41

FCoE is a direct mapping of Fibre Channel over an Ethernet 
network
FCoE is layered on top of a Lossless Ethernet

FSPF used to route FCoE packets
Ethernet Spanning Tree type protocol, RSTP, MSTP, etc, is at a 
layer below

FCoE allows an evolutionary approach towards consolidation of 
fabrics 

The Fibre Channel N_Port, F_Port and E-Port constructs must be 
retained

With FCoE, ports may be connected with Logical Ethernet Links
– May pass through Lossless Ethernet NICs & Switches
– Identified by pairs of end point MAC addresses 

Physical Ethernet Links can replace physical FC Links 
Physical Ethernet Links can carry all Ethernet traffic, including FCoE, 
but combined traffic needs the CEE/DCB capabilities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A Lossless Ethernet Link can be created without CEE/DCB, but it would then need to have the capability of Mini-Jumbo Frames, and Pause (defined in 802.3).  In that case it would not be reasonable to combine the different traffic types, since any congestion would cause all traffic types to back up even if they were not contributing to the congestion.  This would usually be disappointing to an installation.  For instance a heavy IP traffic volume could cause the entire Link to Pause, including the FCoE Storage Traffic.  And of course, that would be most disruptive for storage,  Likewise, if the FCoE traffic caused the whole link to pause, it would be very unwelcome for HPC (High Performance Computing) or Clustering traffic.
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FCoE Fabrics    (part 4)

42

“Integrated FCoE Switches” are being built that 
support traditional Ethernet traffic, FCoE traffic , & FC 
traffic
The FCoE solutions appear as a Fibre Channel to a 
Fibre Channel experienced customer
FCoE keeps the Fibre Channel operations independent
from Ethernet forwarding

Keeps Management /Troubleshooting simple
Common physical structures, different logical structures

Based on Ethertype (Ethertype = FCoE, or FIP)

Storage Management should be unchanged
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FCoE Relation to ISO Layers

43
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Flows
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Logical Fabric Topology

45
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the flows of an FC frame as it moves from a host system called H2 to a Storage Controller called S1. In this path it will pass through (be forwarded on to) several Lossless Ethernet (CEE/DCB) Fabrics.It is this act of forwarding that gives the name of Fibre Channel Forwarder (FCF) to the FCoE switches.First the FC frame is encapsulated into a FCoE type Ethernet Frame with the Destination MAC address of the FCoE Switch (FCF) known as A.  It records it Source address as the MAC address of the VN_Port from which it is sent.You should note that the encapsulated FC frame as it leaves on Path #1 has a FC Destination ID (D_ID) of S1 and a Source ID (S_ID) of H2.After reaching the FCoE Switch (FCF) A, by traveling across a Lossless Ethernet segment, it is forwarded to the next FCoE Switch (FCF) B across another lossless Ethernet segment.  As it leaves FCF A it receives an updated Ethernet Destination MAC address which is the MAC address of the FCF B. (the Source address is also updated to be that of FCF A).This process continues through Switch B to Switch C where the Destination Ethernet address becomes that of the Target Storage Device S1.Note: the MAC address of the Storage Device S1 will be determined by using one of two methods:The SPMA method - Works like a normal router and looks up, in its FCF switch tables, the MAC Address for S1 and uses that.OrThe FPMA methodWorks by combining the FC-MAP value for the FCF switch with the D_ID of the FC frame.If the target had been S2, FCoE Switch C would have sent it on to the FC fabric by stripping off the Ethernet Header and sending it on via an FC E_Port to the FC switches within the shown FC Fabric.
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Single Ethernet Fabric 
with  FCoE Switches

46
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this picture there is only one Layer 2 Lossless Ethernet NetworkIn this case the FCoE logical path will be between FCoE Switch A and Switch C. Even if it passes through other Lossless Ethernet (CEE/DCB) switches on its way, it will not have its headers changed between Switch A and Switch B.  At that point the header will be updated and sent on to the Target S1
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FC Host to FCoE Storage

47
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows how a Host (H5) that is connected on a Real FC link can send a FC frame to a FCoE based Storage Device S2.The FC frame will arrive at the FCoE (FCF) Switch C after traversing the FC Fabric.  At that point the FCoE Switch C will Encapsulate the FC Frame adding the Destination MAC address of FCoE Switch (FCF) A, and its own MAC Address as the Source MAC Address. The delivery process continues as shown in the above scenarios.
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Additional Topologies

48
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Additional Topologies     (1)

49

FCoE
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FCoE
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Lossless
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(CEE/DCB) 
Switch (X)

Lossless
Ethernet 

(CEE/DCB) 
Switch (Y)

FC

Example of Topologies with FCoE Edge Switches

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows a topology that have several host systems connecting to two different FCoE (FCF) Switches.These FCoE switches can then have CEE/DCB trunk links to CEE/DCB Switches and they in turn could have trunks to additional FCoE Switches.The FCoE and CEE/DCB switches can be cross connected to permit an automatic reroute upon a trunk failure.  Also the FSPF pathing algorithm within FC protocols permit the FCoE Switches to use all paths and all trunks to reach the end device.That means that FCoE Switch A can send packets in parallel between itself and CEE/DCB Switch X and CEE/DCB Switch Y on the way to FCoE Switch E.However, the CEE/DCB Switch X or CEE/DCB Switch Y will have to use SPF Ethernet Pathing algorithm to pick a path to the addressed FCoE Switch and will not be able to use the parallel paths that are available. 
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Additional Topologies     (2)
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FCoE
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FCoE
Switch (E)

FCoE
Switch (F)

Lossless
Ethernet 
Switch 

(CEE/DCB)

Lossless
Ethernet
Switch 

(CEE/DCB)

FC

FCoE
Switch (A)

Example of Topologies with CEE/DCB Edge Switches

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows a different arrangement of the servers with CEE/DCB switches on the Host side.  These “Edge” switches are then Trunked to specific FCoE (FCF) switches (A or B).After the FCoE frames reach the FCoE switches A or B, they can follow any of the paths to the final FCoE Switch.  However, they will generally follow the normal FSPF algorithms and will operate the cross linking FCoE trunks, between the FCoE switches, the same way they would operate trunks between Real FC switches.
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FSPF and STP

51
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FSPF & STP Concepts with FCoE (basic)

52

FCoE Switch FCoE Switch

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this slide the Host H1 and the Target D4 are connected via the FC links that pass through the FC fabric. The entity on the left is a Integrated FCoE Switch which contains both an FCoE (FCF) Switch and a Lossless (CEE/DCB) Ethernet Bridge (Switch).The entities on the right show an FCoE (FCF) switch and a separate Lossless (CEE/DCB) Ethernet Bridge (Switch).The FSPF pathing domain is shown in blue.  The STP pathing domains are shown in yellow.
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FSPF & STP Concepts with FCoE (Interconnected)
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FCoE Switch FCoE Switch

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide picks up from the previous and adds an interconnection between the Two Ethernet (CEE/DCB) switches.At this point there is both an STP domain and an FSPF domain.  This means that any pathing dealing with normal Ethernet packets will be handled by STP alone, but FCoE, packets can be forwarded on through the Fibre Channel Fabric (as real FC frames) or through the CEE/DCB Bridge to Bridge link shown in the STP fabric.
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Equivalent FC Topology
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide depicts what is logically happening in the previous slide.
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FIP Considerations and Actions

55
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VLAN Determination
There may need to be a dynamic determination of what VLANs 
can be used for FCoE operations

But this is optional -- the FIP VLAN discovery protocol is not needed if 
these VLANs are already known or if VLANs are not used
Expect this to be administratively determined

But if dynamic VLAN information is needed:
FCFs will issue a VLAN information “Request” to other FCFs

Sent via a Multicast to “All_FCF_MACs”
Receiving FCF VE_Port capable MACs will respond with a Unicast 
“Notification” which contains a list of VLANs that can be used

– The receiving FCF VE_Port may use one or more of these VLANs

• ENodes will issue a VLAN information “Request” 
Sent via a Multicast to “All_FCF_MACs”
Receiving FCF VF_Port capable MACs will respond with a Unicast 
“Notification” which contains a list of VLANs that can be used

– The ENode may use one or more of these VLANs
56
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FCoE Discovery Considerations
After VLANs, if any, are determined, the discovery process uses two types of messages, 
Solicitations and Advertisements

This part of the FIP Discovery Phase helps define the FCF Ports that are available for the 
Link instantiation Phase 

The ENodes discover the FCF ports that can become VF_Ports and FCFs discover other 
FCF ports that can become VE_Ports

ENodes Solicit (via Multicast of “All-FCF-MACs”) Advertisements from FCFs while specifying 
their capabilities
In response FCFs Advertise (via Jumbo Unicast) their VF_Port capable MACs availability and 
capabilities back to the solicitating ENode
FCF Multicast (to “All-FCF-MACs”) their VE_Port capable MACs existence to other FCFs

Sometimes a New FCF will come on line and Multicast its availability to “ALL_ 
ENode_MACs” and “All_FCF_MACs”

The FIP Discovery phase exchanges solicitation and/or Advertisements between  (HBA’s 
and/or FCF’s) “FCoE Controllers”
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FCF Discovery Actions
An FCF supporting VE_Ports:

Discovers other VE_Port capable FCF-MACs, connected to the 
same Lossless Ethernet segment, by:

Transmitting a multicast Solicitation to ‘All-FCF-MACs’ 
(with the FCF bit set to one)

Receiving back Jumbo Unicast Advertisements from VE capable 
MACs

Which also verifies the support of Ethernet Jumbo frames in the path

Sending Jumbo Unicast Advertisements from its own VE 
capable MACs 

In response to receipt of a Multicast to “All-FCF-MACs” from another FCF 
VE_Port

Instantiates VE_Port to VE_Port connections and Exchanges FC 
ELP (Extended Link Protocol) and Fabric configuration (using 
Ethertype=FIP) with the other FCFs VE_Port capable MACs

58
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ENode Actions
When an ENode becomes operational:

The ENode discovers the VF_Port capable FCF-MACs 
connected to the same Lossless Ethernet segment by:

Transmitting a multicast Solicitation to ‘All-FCF-MACs’ (with the FCF bit 
set to zero)
Receiving back Jumbo Unicast Advertisements from compatible VF_Port 
capable FCF-MACs

– (May store the discovered FCF-MACs in an FCF port list)

When an ENode receives an Advertisement that a new FCF 
port is available, it may send a Unicast Solicitation to it and 
receive a Jumbo Unicast Advertisement in reply

To verify the support of Ethernet Jumbo frames in the path

May then perform FLOGIs (with Ethertype=FIP) to a vendor 
specific subset of the FCF-MACs in the FCF port list
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FIP Keep Alive
FCoE connections may not be directly attached to the FCF

May flow through intermediate Lossless Ethernet switches, 
Needs to be a method to detect that something was wrong in the path

Between VN_Ports and VF_Ports as well as between VE_Ports

Timers connected to the ENodes & FCFs can determined that a port is 
sending messages
Need to determine if a port is just dormant, but still alive

Therefore, a periodic message needs to be sent.

The periodic unsolicited Advertisements from the FCF can be used for 
Keep Alive in the following directions

FCF  ENode 
FCF  FCF

But something else is needed for the ENode  FCF direction
Because there is no periodic unsolicited Advertisement from a ENode

So -- a special FIP Keep Alive Message was created to just inform the 
FCF that the ENode and its VN_Ports are still alive
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FIP KAs (Keep Alives) & the FCoE Controllers

61
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The FIP Frames are all controlled by the FCoE Controllers.FCoE Controllers are the functional entities implementing the FIP protocol. They:Perform the FIP Discovery protocol Instantiate VN_Ports, VF_Ports, & VE_Ports(Via FIP FLOGI/FDISC/ELP interchanges)De-instantiates VN_Ports, VF_Ports, VE_Ports(via FIP LOGO, etc.)The FCoE Controllers also:Monitors the “health” of the virtual linksGenerates appropriate periodic “keep alive”/Advertisement messages for the link	- FIP KAs (Keep Alives) -- ENode  FCF; FIP Advertisements  -- FCF  ENode- Some “Keep Alive” messages may be sent on behalf of the Virtual links (VN_Port to VF_Port) (To keep Ethernet Bridge MAC learning tables refreshed)Maintains timers	- To ensure that Messages are flowing between the ENode & FCF	- To determine when to send “Keep Alive”/Advertisement messages	- To determine when to de-instantiate a “dead” link	- Max time for Virtual Link interactions (Between FCoE Controllers’ MAC Addr) = 8 Sec.	- Max time for interactions between VN_Port MAC Addr and VF Port MAC Addr = 90 Sec.	- These Timer values can be set/changed via implementation techniquesThe FCoE Controllers actually create the FIP Advertisement or FIP “Keep Alive” messages on behalf of the VF_Port and the VN_Port by issuing those messages using the appropriate VF_Port’s or VN_Port’s MAC addresses.An Ethernet Switch (Lossless or not) keeps a forwarding table that contains the MAC addresses of the Ethernet devices at the ends of its connections (ports).  These need to be refreshed every 90 seconds or the MAC addresses may fall out of the table and will need to be rediscovered by the Switch via a broadcasting technique.
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FIP Clear Virtual Link

When a port connection is determined by a side to be not functional
There is a requirement for the side to attempt to clear all state,

(Especially state which may have been established in any intermediate switches)

The VN_Port can issue a FIP Logout (LOGO) 

But if the ENode is dead or its link busted, the FCF needs to clear things on 
its own 

But there is no FC capability for a FC switch to Logout a N_Port
So -- a special FIP function was created called Clear Virtual Link

Can be issued by the FCF

When intermediate switches see this frame they should cleanup their 
ACLs etc.
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FIP Descriptors
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FIP Operation Codes

64

Operation Code Subcode Operation
0001h 01h Discovery, Solicitation

02h Discovery, Advertisement

0002h 01h FLOGI/FDISC/LOGO/ELP, Request

02h FLOGI/FDISC/LOGO/ELP, Reply

0003h 01h FIP Keep Alive

02h FIP Clear Virtual Link

0004h 01h FIP VLAN Request

02h FIP VLAN Notification

FFF8h .. FFFEh 00h .. FFh Vendor Specific

All others All others Reserved

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This shows a summary of the FIP functions:There is not only the Discovery type and Login type operations, but also two types of FIP messages, which are used to indicate that the Link is still alive, or if not, that the Virtual Link should be cleared. (the Clear Virtual Link function is needed since FC does not define a Logout message from the Switch to the ENode, but a notification is needed in FCoE so that intermediate switches can snoop to see that the logical link no longer exists.)The T11 standards group has also set up a set of vendor specific Operation Codes to ensure that Vendor Specific function never are in conflict with the values specified in the standards.The layouts and the FIP operations can be seen (along with their Descriptor Lists) in slides below.
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Type and Values of FIP Descriptors

Type Value
00 Reserved

01 Priority

02 MAC Address

03 FC-MAP

04 Node_Name /
Switch_Name

05 Fabric

06 Max FCoE Size

07 FLOGI

08 NPIV FDISK

Type Value
09 Fabric Log Out

10  (0Ah) ELP

11  (0Bh) VN_Port ID

12  (0Ch) FKA_ADV_Period

13  (0Dh) Vendor ID

14 (0Eh) VLAN

15 (0Fh) – 240 (F0h) Reserved

(128-240 are Non Critical) 
241 (F1h) – 254 (FEh) Vendor Specific

255 (FFh) Reserved

65

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This table shows the various TLV (Type, Length, Value) Descriptors and the Information that they carry (the Value) as part of the FIP operations shown previously.A FIP operation can contain one or multiple descriptors in its “Descriptor List” (see the previously shown FIP Operation Format slide).The detail layout of each Descriptor can be seen in the following slides.The values from 00 – 127 are classified as Critical (meaning that: if an FCoE Controller receives a FIP message with an unknown critical descriptor, it should discard the FIP message). Values  from 128 – 255 are considered non Critical (meaning that: if an FCoE Controller receives a FIP message with an unknown non-critical descriptor, it shall ignore the unknown descriptors and continue to process the FIP message).This then defines a way that the protocol can be expanded in the future, since every implementation will know what it needs to do when it receives a FIP message with Descriptors that were defined after the device was built.  One should note that there are Reserved Values in both the Critical range (15 – 127) and in the Non-Critical range (128-255). Also the Range from 241 – 254 are not only non critical but are also reserved for Vendor Specific use.
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FIP Descriptors  (1)
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Type = 5 Len = 4 VF_ID

Reserved FC_MAP

Fabric_Name
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FIP Descriptors   (2)

67

Len = 11/10/9
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FIP Descriptors   (3)

68

Type = 13 Len = 3 Reserved

Vendor_ID

Type = 14 Len = 1 Rsrvd FCoE VID

D

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 FKA_ADV_PERIODShould be equal among all FCFsApplies to multicast Advertisements and FIP Keep AlivesDefault value: 8000 millisecondsIf “D” bit is set, then ENodes shall not transmit FKA(to be used in “direct connect” ENode to FCF type of connections when a Keep Alive message is not needed)
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VLAN Request & Notification 
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FIP Operation Code = 0004h Reserved SubCode = 01h

Descriptor List Length = 2-4 FLAGS F
Type = 2 Length = 2

ENode/FCF-MAC Address

Type = 4 Length = 3 Reserved

ENode/Switch Name (Optional)

F = 1b to indicate that the request is sent by a VE_Port capable
FCF-MAC 

VLAN Request
ENode/FCF  FCF

FIP Operation Code = 0004h Reserved SubCode = 02h

Descriptor List Length = 2-n FLAGS

Type = 2 Length = 2

FCF-MAC Address

Type = 14 Len = 1 Rsrvd FCoE VID -1

. . . .

. . . .

Type = 14 Len = 1 Rsrvd FCoE VID-n

VLAN Notification
FCF  FCF/ENode
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Discovery Solicitation & Advertisement
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FIP Operation Code = 0001h Reserved SubCode = 01h

Descriptor List Length = 8 FLAGS F
Type = 2 Length = 2

FCF-MAC Address

Type = 3 Length = 2 Reserved

Reserved FC-MAP

Type = 4 Length = 3 Reserved

Switch Name

Type = 6 Length = 1 Max  Receive Size

Type = 4 Len = 3 Reserved

Switch_Name

Type = 5 Len = 4 VF_ID

Reserved FC_MAP

Fabric_Name

Type = 12 Len = 2 Reserved

FKA_ADV_Period

Padding to Max Receive Size of Soliciting Entity, if 
Solicited (i.e. if S=1b, otherwise no padding

F = 1b to indicate that the Solicitation is sent by a VE_Port capable
FCF-MAC (i.e., it is soliciting VE_Port capable FCF-MACs)

Solicitation ENode  FCF

Solicitation FCF  FCF

= 12
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FIP FLOGI
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Request (ENODE  FCF )

Accept (FCF  ENODE)
Reject (FCF  ENODE)
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FIP NPIV FDISC
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Request (ENODE  FCF )

Accept (FCF  ENODE)
Reject (FCF  ENODE)
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FIP Fabric LOGO
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Request (ENODE  FCF )

Accept (FCF  ENODE)
Reject (FCF  ENODE)
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FIP ELP
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Request (FCF  FCF )

Accept (FCF  FCF )
Reject (FCF  FCF )
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FIP Keep Alive
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Padding to Ethernet minimum lengthENode  FCF

(The Keep Alive from the FCF  ENode/FCF is a normal unsolicited Advertisement)
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FIP Clear Virtual Link
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FCF  FCF

FCF  ENODE
(Note: the ENode uses FIP Fabric LOGO to Clear the Virtual Link from its side)

FFFFFDh ( Fabric Controller )FFFFFDh (Fabric Controller)
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Vendor Specific FIP Message
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Vendor Specific Operation Code =FFF8  -- FFFE with any SubCode
Vendor Specific Type (in Descriptor List) = F1h – FEh
Reserved Types = 0Fh – F0h, & FFh
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Pause vs. BB_Credit
Both mechanisms are used to avoid dropping frames

With different trade-offs

The Pause mechanism requires at least the (2 x RTT x 
bandwidth) product on a link as buffer space

But allows Buffer handling in an arbitrary way
Well suited for networks with limited (bandwidth x delay) product 
(e.g. within the data center)

The Pause frame is handled by the MAC layer
Similar to the R_RDY handling by the FC-1 level

The BB_Credit mechanism prevents losing frames 
over any link

But links go under-utilized if link credits (& buffers) are < that needed 
for (RTT x BW)
Requires buffer handling in maximum frame size units

78
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The Origins of a Data Center Fabric
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The technology has evolved continuously, showing a great ability to adapt to new 
technologies and increasing business requirements

Increasing Scalability, Feature, Function

In
cr

ea
si

ng
 P

er
fo

rm
an

ce Integration of Carrier-grade features

Incremental Protocol Enhancements 

Logical Partitioning

Evolution from shared media to dedicated media

1973

2009 CEE/DCB

Introduction of Ethernet

10Mbps

100Mbps

1Gbps

10Gbps
(Converged Enhanced 

Ethernet/Data Center Bridging)
-- a Lossless Ethernet)
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